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receiving zod. for every sheaf (sheu] l of * brodeglass '
(i. e. window glass), and 6d. for every hundred of glass
vessels made. This is interesting as showing that glass
vessels were made here ; the evidence of inventories,
however, seems to show that glass was as a whole very
little used for table purposes, though a few pieces of the
beautiful Italian glassware might be found in the houses
of the wealthy. The family of Shorter were succeeded
by the Ropleys, and they in turn by the Pcytos, who
carried on the trade during the whole of the sixteenth
century, and as late as 1614, thus well overlapping the
modern period of glassmaking, which began with the
coming of the gentilshommes verriers from France early
in the reign of Elizabeth.2
Glass must have been made in many other districts
where fuel and sand, the chief requisites -for the manu-
facture, were plentiful, but it is difficult to identify any
sites of the industry. One such, in the west of England,
is alluded to in 1309, when the Abbot of Vale Royal
complained that whereas Edward I had granted him a
quarry (presumably of sandstone) in the forest of Dela-
mere (Chester) .with other easements for making glass,
he was now prevented from rebuilding a house in the
forest, used by him and his predecessors for the manu-
facture of glass, which had been burnt down.3 Another
hint that the industry was carried on extensively in this
district is found in the fact that John de Brampton, the
1 In 1404 the Sacrist of Durham had in store ' of new coloured
glass 2 scheff, of white glass and new 76 cheffe '. Durham Acct. R.
(Surtees Soc.), ii. 397.
8 V. C. H. Survey, ii. 297 ;   V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 254.
3 Pat. R., 2 Edw. II, pt. i, m. 12 d ; cf. Vale Royal Ledger-Book,
24, 190.

